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Discovery poised for spaceflight
Space & Aviation Editor

A2

Chandima Wickramasinghe,
an ERAU student and tsunami
volunteer, shares some of his
experiences with students.

OPINIONS . . . . . . . A3
Christopher Noth, The Avionʼs
columnist, comments on the ʻ100
Greatest Americans.ʼ

More than two-and-a-half years, countless thousands of man-hours and hundreds
of millions of dollars later, NASA is
finally ready to return the space shuttle to
the place it belongs most: Space.
Discovery and her seven-member crew
are set to blast off on a twelve-day mission
to the International Space Station July 13,
where it will transfer vital supplies to the
orbiting outpoast and replace a crucial

attitude stabilizing device on the staton.
Perhaps most importantly, however,
Discoveryʼs mission is to test the improvements and techniques developed over the
past 30 months to ensure the shuttle is
safer than ever, and that no tragedy like
that which was bestowed upon Columbia
ever claims the lives of astronauts again.
First, mission controllers will have to
bypass the unstable and unpredictable
weater which threatens Central Florida
virtually every day during the summer
months. Liftoff is scheduled for just nine
minutes before four in the afternoon: prime

time for thudnerstorm development.
“Launching in the middle of July is
going to be a challenger. Letʼs face it,” said
shuttle launch director Michael Leinbach
during a press conference June 30. “And
so weʼll deal with that real time.”
NASA will have 19 days to launch
Discovery, with a window that allows
proper daytime lighting conditions for this
launch closing July 31. Sunlight durign
the launch and separation of the shuttleʼs
fuel tank eight minutes into the flight is
a new rule, so engineers can get good
imagery of any foam that might fall off

SCIENCE & TECH . . . . A4

during ascent; the same foam that doomed
Columbia in 2003.
Because the launch time moves nearly
half-an-hour earlier each day of delay, if
the weather does not cooperate at first,
they have opportunities to launch in the
morning hours later this month; before the
storms begin forming.
Commander Eileen Collins and her crew
area ready, they say, to continue human
spaceflight from the United States. But
they agree the wait and delays were worth
it. The shuttle Collins will command
promises to be safest in history when it
finally does blast off. “The crew is go for
launch,” Leinbach added.
For full coverage turn to page A5

Flight
dept.
avoiding
layoffs

Clues may soon reveal the
location of the lost Da Vinci
painting “Battle of Anghiari.”
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The Space Shuttle Discovery
is ready for its much-anticipated
launch, as a symbol of the return to
flight of the space shuttle.

Ayers, production
team, union
work to improve
efficiency
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Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter

The White Stripesʼ Get Behind
Me Satan becomes the first album
to get five Avions in a review of an
album. Yes, itʼs that good.

FEATURE . . . . . . . A10
Hurricanes! Yes, it is that time
of the year and we look at the
things you can do to prepare for
the windy beasts of summer.

Riddle
boasts new
runners
ERAU Track
team adds 7 new
students to roster
Brian Case
Business Manager
Embry-Riddleʼs track and cross country
teams have added seven new students to its
2005-2006 roster. The menʼs and womenʼs
track teams are entering their second year,
after deputing in the spring. Both the cross
country and track teams are coached by Mike
Rosolino, who is entering his third year as
head coach.
Sam Vasquez, who transfers from the
University of Arkansas, headlined the
announcement. Vasquez is from Palm Coast,
Florida, where he was coached by Peter
Hopfe at Flagler - Palm Coast High School.
Hopfe now works as an assistant coach for
the Embry-Riddle track team. Vazquez holds
the state record in the mile (4:03) and the
1600m (4:01.55). “We are excited to have
Sam as part of our team not just for the level
he can compete at, but for the character he
will bring to our team dynamics,” Hopfe said
in a press release.
Jen Haydt will join the womenʼs track
team, also coming from Flagler-Palm Coast.
Haydt won the 2003 district title in the 800m,
and has a personal best time of 20:32 in the
5K. “I look for her to immediately step into
our top five in cross country and help our distance running in track,” said Rosolino.
Beth McCubbin joins both the track and
Please see “TRACK” page A2
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THE SPACE SHUTTLE DISCOVERY stands poised for liftoff from the Kennedy Space Center on the first shuttle flight in more
than two-and-a-half years. For complete coverage and information on viewing the launch in person see page A5.

Price going on permanent summer
Chancellor will
retire following
end of Spring
2006 semester
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
Dr. Irwin Price, chancellor of EmbryRiddle Aeronautical Universityʼs Daytona
Beach campus, has announced his intention to retire at the end of the Spring
2006 semester.
“Iʼm 65 years old, Iʼm in wonderful health
and Iʼm far from my grandchildren and children,” Price said.
“He wants to move on and do other things,”
said Associate Chancellor Dr. John Watret.
“Iʼve really enjoyed working with him.”

Price was named chancellor in January John P. Johnson. “The campus has grown
2002 after serving as the executive dean of significantly under his administration and he
George Washington University at Ashburn, will be missed.”
Virginia and as a dean at Boston University,
“I think heʼs well liked and he has the
from which he holds a Ph.D. in economics. universityʼs interests at heart,” added Chief
Priceʼs doctoral dissertation was entitled “The Financial Officer Eric Weekes. “Iʼve enjoyed
Social Cost of Airport
the couple of times we
Noise as Measured
played tennis” – he
by Rental Changes:
paused for a chuckle
The Case for Logan
– “remembering what
Airport,” after his work
our games used to be
as a researcher with the
like. I wish him all the
U.S.
Transportation
best.”
Departmentʼs Office of
“He has done many
Noise Abatement. He
great things,” said
also holds an M.B.A. in
Watret,
attributing
JOHN P. JOHNSON
international business
the ideas of a research
from San Francisco
park and a teaching
State College (now known as California airport to Price.
State University at San Francisco) and a
After the spring semester Price intends to
bachelor of mechanical engineering from go to his summer home on a lake in Maine
New York University.
to spend time with his wife. “I usually go up
“Dr. Price has served a key leadership role there every summer and come back, he said,
and touched the lives of many people during
his tenure at Embry-Riddle,” said Provost Dr.
Please see “PRICE” page A2

“

Dr. Price has
served a key
leadership role ...
he will be missed

”

Rumors of possible instructor pilot layoffs
in the flight department had the campus
talking for much of the last two weeks. In
fact, the department was working to find its
desired instructor-student ratio. Layoffs were
not, however, what the Instructor Pilotʼs
Association President Jeff McNamee and
new flight department chairman Frank Ayers
thought best served student interests.
Instead of layoffs, the department will
temporarily reduce its workforce through
a cooperative arrangement that will allow
around 30 instructors to take the Summer B
semester off. McNamee said that there were
only two choices: layoffs or voluntary leave.
“We looked at our student numbers and we
had around 210 students for Summer B,” he
said. “We also had 62 full-time instructors
and 23 flight standards instructors – that
worked out to around 2.5 students for each
full-time line IP,” he explained.
After meetings between the instructorʼs
union, the flight department, and ERAU
Human Resources, the group arrived at its
solution. In a meeting with the instructors,
the union announced that it was asking for
around 30 volunteers to take some time off
at the beginning of Summer B. Prior to the
meeting, a list of those instructors that could
be laid off was also published. Close to 30
volunteered for the leave. Once provided the
volunteers, flight line management worked
so that, over the term, around 17 IPs will
be gone at any given time. Those instructors
participating in the program will remain in
active employment status and will seamlessly
return to their IP positions in the fall.
Chairman Ayers explained that this plan
will end up being much more cost-effective
than layoffs. “These instructors wonʼt have
to be re-standardized when they come back
in the fall, and that will save us between
three and four thousand for each instructor.” Instead they will be given a couple
of refresher flights by flight standards to
ensure proficiency and safe operation. Ayers
also emphasized that the department values
its employees, saying “They were hired for
a reason.” He did not want to lay off the
instructor pilots, and risk losing their skills
and knowledge to someone else.
McNamee further explained that the situation is only temporary, “Itʼll be as if [the volunteers] never left the university. Their jobs
are guaranteed in the fall.” Those instructors
choosing to take leave will not lose their
seniority. McNamee also explained that
there may be some opportunities for those
instructors that opted to take their leave to
fly on occasion. “They will still participate
in upgrade processes and, if necessary, some
may participate in possible hurricane evacuation procedures.”
Both Ayers and McNamee agreed that the
solution is best for students. “Thereʼs no negative stigma,” McNamee said. “The people
that are here want to be here and those that
wanted some time off got it,” he explained.
Ayers also pointed out that this solution
was made possible because the department
Please see “FLIGHT” page A2
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Tsunami volunteer shares story
By students, for students.
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Business Manager
Something every college student
knows is that no plan is final.
Chandima Wickramasinghe learned
that lesson in December. A native
of Sri Lanka, he had just earned
his Bachelorʼs degree in Business
Administration and was planning to
begin work on his MBA in January.
That was the plan, until the disastrous tsunami hit his native country.
Plans would have to change.
He has now returned to start his
MBA. He spoke to a small group
students, all of whom seemed

News Editor
Jonathan Mettin

to have come from the english
language center, about his experience. He went to help in the costal village of Peraliya, just miles
from the inland city where he
used to live. When he arrived, he
found the once luscious seaside
village nearly washed away.
It was in Peraliya where a passenger train had the misfortune of
passing when the tsunami hit. The
train was crowded with commuting passengers when it was hit by
the surging water and reduced to a
twisted pile of metal. It happened
at 9:35 a.m., when the passenger
load is the highest. 1,500 died.
The train also blocked the path of

those trying to escape to higher
ground. In all, more then 3,000
died in Peraliya alone.
A temple was quickly converted
to house the displaced residents.
Chandima was assigned to a group
of children. Children who had lost
everything, even their identity. He
helped them deal with the emotional trauma of their loss by painting
pictures of what happened.
Just then, a staff member enters
the room accompanied by two
more from the library. Theyʼve
come to hook up a projector to
Chandimaʼs laptop. After several
minutes, an image appears on the
wall, and Chandima pulls up a pho-

tograph. It is one of the drawings
the children made. There is water
all over the village, and dark shadows dotting the picture. Chandima
explains the shadows are bodies.
He shows another one, then the
projector overheats and turns off. A
glimpse will have to suffice.
There is good news, Chandima
explains. A new tsunami warning
system is now active. Business
are rebuilding – a new bakery just
opened. Homes are being built to
protect families from the monsoon
rains. Things are looking brighter.
Chandima says he will return this
year to visit the children and aid
workers. At least thatʼs the plan.

B-1B sightings at DAB
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B-1B LANCERS MAKES UP the backbone of Americaʼs long-range bomber force. With its blended, variable wing design the B-1B is a
multi-role aircraft capable of flying intercontinental missions without refueling and can penetrate enemy airspace at supersonic speeds.
These aircraft were parked on the Daytona Beach airport ramp after they dazzled race fans the night before during the Pepsi 400.

� “TRACK”

from FRONT

cross country teams from Palm
Harbor High School. Her personal bests include 2:23 in the
800m and 20:50 in the 5K.
“[McCubbin] has the potential to
immediately step into our top five
in cross country,” said Rosolino.
Other athletes include Jennifer
Schaus (New Mexico), Houston
Robinson (Jacksonville), Kris

� “PRICE”

from FRONT

then smiled. “Next year I donʼt
come back.”
“Iʼll show you what itʼs all
about,” he said, pointing to a
picture of him and his wife on
their sailboat. “Thatʼs what itʼs
all about.”
Price also says he would like
to work part-time – possibly for

Bolom (Texas) and Andy
Monplaisir (Kissimmee). All four
will compete in track events, and
Monplaisir is also expected to
compete in cross country.
Cross country competition
begins in September and runs
through the fall. Track begins
in January and runs through
May. Embry-Riddle is expected
to complete a new track and
field facility east of the information technology building
by October 1.
the university – as well as live
abroad. “Weʼve lived abroad
before,” he said, “Weʼd like to
do it again.”
Price said his one regret about
his tenure at Embry-Riddle
is that it was fairly short. “I
would like to spend some more
time here,” he said, “my regret
is that I didnʼt know about
Embry-Riddle
and
EmbryRiddle didnʼt know about me
until fairly recently.”

� “FLIGHT”

from FRONT

was working closely with the
instructors and the union. “Unionmanagement friction does not
work,” he admitted. He continued,
“Itʼs a good deal; we were working
together instead of being at odds.”
The department is planning
additional fall hirings, on top of
those instructors that return to their
previous status in the fall. Ayers
and McNamee said the department expects to move roughly 30
part time instructors into full time
status, and approximately 30 other
part time instructors will be hired
via student employment.
Managing the instructor-student
ratio is only one of the changes
being implemented at the flightline
since Ayers started as flight department chairman at the beginning of
the summer. One of Ayersʼ major
goals was to develop a flight-block
system that would be easier on students. Ayers created a “production
team,” led by Ken Byrnes, to work
on increasing daily sorties and
address student issues.
The teamʼs solution was a rolling

flight block system. In the system,
the flightline will use nearly 20
flight block periods to schedule
flights. The plan is to have students
fly at the same time every day, three
days each week (either Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday or Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday). “We
wanted it to be more like a class
so that you can have the ability to
ʻplan your lifeʼ.”
With the new scheduling methods, students will know their schedule one whole week in advance and
even have a rough idea of their
schedules for the entire semester. In order to accommodate the
resource needs, some syllabi have
been reworked. Ayers hopes that
the system will be able to boost
daily flights from around 250 to
more than 300.
The department has been analyzing the plan, with operational testing to come in mid-July. “There
are some challenges, but it looks
promising,” Ayers said. “We
should know where the problems
are and have them worked out by
September,” he said. McNamee
was also optimistic, saying
“Weʼre going in knowing that
we have flexibility.”
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Freshman housing plan
has too high a price
Despite popular opinion, the
University Administration is very
much aware of the needs of new
residence facilities on the Daytona
Beach campus and is actively
exploring options to accelerate
their construction. Certainly, they
deserve accolades for attempting to
resolve the situation.
However,
bound
by
the
Universityʼs financial situation and
seeming inability to raise capital
funds, the options available to
leadership are limited. Modular
housing is a viable option to
bridge the gap between now and
when Embry-Riddleʼs debt capacity will allow such facilities to be
constructed. In fact, when the modular residences arrive on campus, it
is likely that they will offer the most
luxurious accommodations.
However, in the interim, it
is entirely unthinkable that the
Department of Housing would

consider charging the full price per
person for a room - a room built
for two - to be shared by three
students. Under normal occupancy,
the total cost for a room in Adams
or Wood hall shared by two students
is $3,800 per semester.
It is practical to take the total cost
of the room under normal occupancy
and divide it by those selected to live
in that situation. In other words, if
three students were to share a room,
each student would pay $1,267 per
semester rather than the full $1,900
per semester per student.
In terms of budgeting, there
should be only a small incremental
impact involved with housing the
third person. This nominal amount
is most likely linked to administrative expenses. The department
should have the manpower to adequately handle the increased volume
of paperwork and processing. The
increased cost of utilities should

be fractional compared to the
overall consumption across the residential infrastructure.
The leadership in the Department
of Housing should strive to absorb
these administrative and other associated costs within a budget that
would be given if the residence halls
were filled to normal capacity.
If it is not financially possible to
do so - and it may not be - then the
rates for all residential rooms should
be increased so that the burden
is shared by the entire residential
population. Those sharing the room
with two other roommates would
then equally split the increased rate.
Forcing three students to live in
such tight quarters and then unfairly
charging them to do so is unreasonable and the Student Government
Association should consider lobbying on behalf of these students.

-Matthew Collier

Flag burning bill doesn’t
fit in our Constitution
Monday, the United States
celebrated 229 years of independence.
Flags were plentiful, as they should
be on Independence Day, a symbol of
freedom and liberty.
The Senate will meet after the
Fourth of July recess to determine the
future of our flag and our Constitution.
The House recently approved by
a two-thirds majority a proposed
amendment to the Constitution.
The text is simple, “The Congress
shall have the power to prohibit the
physical desecration of the flag of the
United States.” Now it is in the hands
of the Senate to approve a similar bill
by a two-thirds majority, and the vote
is closer then it has ever been.
Donʼt get me wrong, burning
the American flag is a disgraceful
way to try and make a point. That
could be why you never hear of
cases in the news. That is the first
problem with this bill: it addresses

something that doesnʼt occur except in few willing to stand against a bill
the rarest of circumstances. With the to prohibit flag burning will be
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, social called unpatriotic and un-American by
security, renewal of the Patriot Act some. But it is in hard times when we
and several judimust stand stroncial confirmations
gest to protect
left unresolved, the
freedom; the freeIt is in hard times
Senate has more
doms that make
pressing business
when we must stand America great.
then this.
Being
called
strongest to protect un-American is
The
second
problem is far
hard criticism for
freedom.
more troubling.
anyone, let alone
- BRIAN CASE
The flag is a syma US Senator, to
bol of all that is
take. For some
great in America.
it might mean
The Senate is faced with a choice: political death in the next elecprotect a symbol of freedom or pro- tion. But maybe thatʼs the point:
tect freedom itself. Most seem all too find those Democrats willing to
willing to take the easy road out and defend freedom of speech and brand
vote for the bill.
them flag-burners and America
After all, it is easy to stand up for haters in the next election.
what is right when popular opinion is
-Brian Case
on your side. In times of war, those

“

”
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Discoverery Channel’s ‘Greatest American’
choice more embarassing then great
Recently,
the
Discovery contribute to the welfare of the landscape. I donʼt recall them
Channel held nominations for American people, especially inventing a usable light bulb,
and created an ordered list of so- the American economy, he was sound recorder, or motion piccalled “Greatest Americans.” I impeached by the U.S. House of ture projector. I donʼt recall
have never been so embarrassed Representatives. Certainly, this is them preventing a war, creating
or so disappointed as
a sign that, along with the Peace Corps, promoting civil
when I regarded the
some good, there was rights or supporting American
top 25 list. While some
more than enough bad.
Space Exploration. I donʼt recall
entries on the list were
More
importantly, them risking their own safety
certainly justified, othboth of the last two to protest for civil rights in
ers were not.
presidents came ahead segregated Alabama.
Quite
Consider:
Lance
of some of our nationʼs frankly, “[He] ainʼt nothing
Armstrong was chogreatest thinkers and but a hound dog,” and she “ainʼt
sen as number 20,
leaders. How could nothing” but a talk-show host
while
Alexander
their
contributions turned media mogul.
Graham Bell did not Christopher A. be considered more
I find the top choice, though, to
even make the top
important
than
those
be
most frustrating. While Ronald
Noth
25. Granted, winning
of Thomas Jefferson Reagan was truly a great man
le Tour de France with
(ranked number 12)? that tried hard to make America
Columnist
only one testicle is
Jefferson orchestrated a wonderful place during his
truly a feat. It pales in compari- the Louisiana Purchase, a key Presidency, his contributions to
son to revolutionizing commu- effort in fulfillAmerica cernication as we know it. Frankly, ing
Americaʼs
tainly do not
given the choice of seeing manifest
desoutweigh those
an Americanʼs name on the tiny. Is this truly
Alexander Graham of Abraham
winnerʼs list six times or being not as great as
Lincoln (numable to communicate without the embarrassing the
ber 2), Martin
Bell did not even
Pony Express, you wouldnʼt find nation in front
Luther King,
me cheering a bicyclist across of the world by
Jr. (number 3),
make the top 25.
a finish line.
using poor gramG e o r g e
- CHRISTOPHER NOTH
Perhaps more important than mar and incorWa s h i n g t o n
those people that did not make rect vocabulary?
(number
4),
the top 25 list are those that did. Is this not as
or Benjamin
Coming in at number 6, current great as fooling around with Franklin (number 5). It is plainly
U.S. President George W. Bush an intern while at work? These insulting to assert that Reagan
cannot possibly be viewed as one are not the works of a gentle- outweighed these scholars, leadof the ten greatest Americans of men, scholar, and leader. It is ers, and philosophers. All of
all time. Regardless of how things insulting that Jefferson should these men made contributions
turn out, his entire administration fall behind them.
that likely could not have been
will be known not for wiping
Still the Presidents were cer- made by anyone else in the
out terror and spreading peace, tainly greater Americans than same position – this is what made
but for entering the U.S. into a some that landed in and around them great.
long and costly
the
top
10.
Sadly, Reagan likely took the
war against a
After all, Elvis number one spot because of his
greatly underPresley came in recent death (and therefore place
Oprah Winfrey
estimated
at 8 and Oprah in the forefront of American
insurgency.
Winfrey came thought). Two of these men were
came in at 9,
President
in at 9, both assassinated because of their
ranked ahead of
Clinton came
ranked
ahead leadership, open-minded thinkin just behind
of
Franklin ing, and ability to bring change to
Franklin
Roosevelt.
President Bush.
R o o s e v e l t , the American landscape – this is a
- CHRISTOPHER NOTH
This is also
T h o m a s bit different than “Reaganomics”
fairly insultJ e f f e r s o n , and “Star Wars.” It is truly disaping. Excusing
Thomas
Alva pointing that in a nation founded
the things that “came up” dur- Edison, John F. Kennedy, and by many of the worldʼs all-time
ing his time in the oval office, Rosa Parks. I donʼt recall either brightest
scholars,
popular
the Clinton Administration was of them restoring hope when all culture and recent thought outnot free of problems. While seemed lost. I donʼt recall them shine the contributions of truly
President Clinton certainly did defining the American political brilliant leaders.

“
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The Avion asks: “Should the NASCAR Hall of Fame be built in Daytona Beach?”

—Compiled by Brian Case

Joanne Soliman
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Kent Kalogera
Electrical Engineering
Senior

Colvis Desvarieux
Civil Engineering
Sophomore

Greg Lewis
Aerospace Engineering
Junior

David Laswell
Aeronautical Science
Senior

Andrea Luethi
Aeronautical Science
Junior

“The Daytona 500 is the
most recognized race in the
world, so yeah.”

“This is where it all started,
so it fits that it would be
here.”

“Sure. This is the place
for it.”

“Where else would it be
built?”

“No.”

“Not a big NASCAR fan.”

Advertisement
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Clues may soon reveal lost Da Vinci painting
Researcher
believes it
to be new
masterpiece
Mijeong Yoon
Production Editor

A 500-year-old message found
in Rome is creating a new game of
hide-and-seek with a possible clue to
the location of a long-lost Leonardo
Da Vinci painting. The words “cerca
trova” (meaning seek and you
shall find) were found on a 16thcentury fresco at the Palazzo Vecchio
in Florence, Italy by Maurizio
Seracini, an Italian engineer whoʼs
conducting a scientific research
investigations on art treasures.
The discovery of a cavity behind
the wall where the message is
painted is creating a worldwide
buzz. The cavity was found between

2002 and 2003 using laser and
thermographic scanners, radar
equipment and X-ray scanners
that were not available 30 years
ago when Seraciniʼs research team
first found the clue.
The scan revealed a second set of
walls where Giorgio Varsari, an artist,
writer and an architect, left a space
between two walls large enough to
hold a 19-inch by 13-inch painting of
Da Vinciʼs battle centerpiece, called
Fight for the Flag. Seracini informed
the Associated Press that Vasari
used similar techniques to preserve
other works of art.
“We
see
from
Vasariʼs
writings that Leonardo was just too
important to him,” said Seracini,
adding that Vasari my have painted
the message on a tiny green flag in his
wall mural as a clue.
“It is the only writing on dozens
of flags in that painting,” Seracini
continued. “And what are we
looking for if not for something
which was already known then as
the Fight for the Flag? Can all this
be a coincidence?”
Seracini is expecting to find
within the cavity an unfinished mural

painting of Battle of Anghiari by
Da Vinci. The mural was thought
to have been destroyed when Vasari
renovated the Palazzo Vecchio
and then covered the walls with
his own paintings.
Da Vinciʼs unfinished mural was
considered one of his greatest works,
known only through copies made by
other artists.
“At the time, this was
considered the masterpiece of
masterpieces.
[Recovering
it]
would be like discovering a new
Mona Lisa or a new Last Supper,”
informed Seracini.
According to the Associated
Press, Da Vinci was working
beside Michelangelo, a fellow artist
and rival, who was decorating the
opposite wall with scenes of the
Florentine
republicʼs
military
triumphs. However, Michelangelo
never went beyond the preparatory work while Da Vinci painted his
battleʼs centerpiece.
According to Vasariʼs book
Lives of the Artists, 1550 Da Vinci
seemed to have abandoned the work
when he was experimenting with
unstable paints that left the painting

irreplaceably damaged. Nonetheless,
he continued his search because
there were other documents that
claimed that 10 years later when
Vasari began his work, Da Vinciʼs
work was still visible and admired.
Seraciniʼs request to continue his
research for the lost painting was
denied by Florentine authorities
fearing that heʼd damage the mural
by Vasari and due to the lack of
detailed report of his survey.
If given permission to continue his
work, he plans to conduct a series
of scans and use a microprobe to
search through Vasariʼs painting to
detect any traces of pigments used
by Da Vinci behind it; this will
require another yearʼs work. He
added that if the Battle of Anghiari
is located, it will be possible for
conservation
artists
to
remove a section of Vasariʼs
fresco to extract Da Vinciʼs
painting and then safely replace
Vasariʼs mural, a fairly routine
operation for experts.
Leonardo da Vinci completed only
12 paintings in his lifetime and is
one of the most important names in
the history of art.

supply and what effects an attack
would have. According to the study,
thousands could be infected if 10
grams of toxin was introduced
to the milk supply. The
study also recommended
that an industry-wide
screening program be
but into place.
The decision to publish the findings
was made by
the
National
Academy
of
Sciences.
According
to
Bruce
Alberts,
president of the NAS,
“All of the critical
information in this
article that could be
useful to a terrorist
[is] immediately accessible on
the World Wide Web through a
simple Google search.”

Alberts published an editorial
alongside the release of the study.
In it he defended the decision to
publish the study, saying it makes
the nation safer. He
said that scientific
research informs the
public about potential threats, not just
government officials.
“The
scientific
community has
an enormous
amount
to
contribute to
both national
security and
homeland
defense,”
said Alberts.
Stuart
Simonson,
assistant secretary of
Health and Human Services, made
the original request not to publish the
study. Simonson said the paper was
a “roadmap to terrorists.” Simonson

said that the paper contained too
much detail, and “could have very
serious health and national security
consequences.” A spokesman for
the HHS said last week the agency
still feels the study should not have
been published.
Results of studies like this one
are often published in industry
journals. That process allows
others to review their work and
conduct further research to
validate the results.
Lawrence Wein, one of the
researchers who conducted the
study, said he met with officials
from HHS, the White House, the
Department of Homeland Security
and the dairy industry last fall. He
said that the decision to delay the
report was the right one.
The report is available on the NAS
website, and will be published in the
July 12 edition of Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences.
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LEONARDO DA VINCI PAINTED the Battle of Anghiari depicting
the military triumphs of the Florentine republic. If the painting is
recovered, it may be as significant a masterpiece as the Mona Lisa.

Debate churns over milk, toxin study IBM’s Cell chip
Study says
gains new markets
milk supply
possible target
for terror
Brian Case
Business Manager
Botulinum toxin could be used to
poison America’s supply of milk,
says a new study. The results of
the study were scheduled to be
released May 30, but have been
withheld until now at the request
of the government.
The study was conducted by
Stanford University to find the
effects of toxins in the milk

E85 offers much, costs less at pump
Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter
As fuel prices continue to shift,
occasionally rising sharply, drivers
continue to be more anxious about
fuel expenses. With gas prices
in Volusia County around $2.25,
cab drivers are pushing Daytona
Beach city leaders to alter citystandardized
cab
fees
to
accommodate the rise in price.
Help may be on the way and is
currently available in many cities
in the Midwest.
Around 400 filling stations in the
United States, mostly located in the
Midwest, now offer E85 fuel. The
fuel is 85 percent ethanol and 15
percent gasoline. On average, the

fuel is around 45 cents cheaper than
regular unleaded fuel. Many fuel
flexible vehicles, including some
made by General Motors, Ford,
Nissan, Isuzu and Mazda, can
accommodate the fuel. Government
figures show that there
are more than four
million fuel flexible vehicles in the
United States.
A
report
from the U.S.
Department
of
Transportation and
Environmental Protection
Agency said that although
some drivers are unaware they can
use the fuel, limited availability is the
primary reason that most drivers of
fuel flexible vehicles do not use the
fuel. That may be changing, though,

if Congress passes a proposed tax
incentive for stations to install E85
equipment.
The National Ethanol Vehicle
Coalition, a primary promoter of
the alternative fuel, says that there
are many advantages to E85 fuel,
in addition to savings at the pump.
On its website, the Coalition
claims that “Besides its superior
performance characteristics, ethanol
burns cleaner than
gasoline; it is a
completely renewable, domestic,
environmentally
friendly fuel that
enhances
the
nationʼs
economy and energy independence.”
The corn-based fuel does not reduce
engine performance, but it does reduce
harmful hydrocarbon and benzene

emissions, as well as carbon dioxide
emissions.
Because ethanol
degrades quickly in water, it is also
environmentally safer in case of
accidental spillage.
Perhaps
most
importantly
to farmers in the Midwest,
the fuel can help greatly
boost
farming
economies
domestically. Widespread usage of the
fuel could not only lead to increased
corn production and consumption,
but would also reduce American
dependence on foreign oil producers.
“Itʼs mainly a Midwestern corn-oil
thing right now but it is spreading,”
says director of outdoor air programs
for the American Lung Association
of
Minnesota Tim
Gerlach.
Gerlach concludes, “I think once it
catches on youʼre going to see a lot
of attention on it.”

connect with other users to download files. Unlike Napster, which
operated as a central point where
users connected to find files
from other users, Grokster
uses a more decentralized network known as
FastTrack. The process
works like this: A
search request is made
to a “supernode” which
contains an index of the
files available on multiple computers. When
a file is found, a direct
connection is made without any
input from Grokster.

Grokster and a similar program
called StreamCast defended their
product as having a legitimate,
legal use. They argued that just
like a VCR, individuals are
capable of making illegal
copies, but the manufacturer is not responsible
for individual illegal
use. A collection of
record labels, individual artists and movie
studios
collectively
represented by MGM
argued that Grokster has a responsibility to prevent file-sharing of
copyright protected works.

The court ruled that Grokster
and StreamCast are in violation
of the law because they marketed
themselves as being for illegal uses.
StreamCast even went so far as to
solicit advertisers by claiming to
be “similar to what Napster was,”
targeting the flood of users who
could no longer use the Napster
service once it was shutdown.
The decision by the court means
other file-sharing programs that
donʼt take active steps to promote
copyright infringement are in the
clear. That leaves the record labels
to keep doing what they do best
– sue individuals.

Grokster guilty of supporting piracy
Brian Case
Business Manager
The US Supreme Court took on
file-sharing last week siding with
record labels and movie studios. In
the unanimous decision, the court
said that file sharing programs
like Grokster can be held liable if
their programs are used to infringe
on copyrights but only if they
encourage illegal activity.
Grokster is one of many popular
peer-to-peer file-sharing services,
so called because users directly

AMD slaps Intel with antitrust lawsuit
Chip maker
says monopoly
practices,
abuses
Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter
Microprocessor
manufacturer
AMD filed an antitrust complaint
against its primary competitor, Intel. The suit, filed in U.S.
Federal District Court in Delaware,
accuses Intel of illegally persuading
customers away from AMD and
maintaining a monopoly in the x86
microprocessor market.
AMD said in a statement that
“Intelʼs share of this market
currently counts for about 80

percent of worldwide sales by
volume and 90 percent by revenue,
giving it entrenched monopoly
ownership and super-dominant market power.”
AMD also pinpointed 38 companies that it
claims
Intel
coerced into
purchasing
its products,
instead
of
A M D ʼs .
Among those
companies
named were
some of the
most powerful
names in computing,
including Dell, Gateway,
Hitachi, Sony and
Toshiba.
AMD
argued
that
Intel
paid
some
companies,
including Dell and Toshiba, not to do

business with AMD. They further
accused Intel of paying Sony millions for brand exclusivity. AMD
supports this argument
by citing its shares in
Sonyʼs business; in
2002, AMD shared
in 23 percent of
Sonyʼs business
– that percentage dropped
to 8 in 2003
and currently
stands at zero
today.
Intel
is
also accused
of
forcing
NEC,
Acer
and Fujisu into
partial
exclusivity
agreements
by
conditioning
rebates,
allowances
and market development funds
with customer agreements to cap
or eliminate AMD purchases.

Specifically, AMD claims that
Intel paid NEC millions to cap
NECʼs AMD purchases, ensuring
Intel a 90 percent share of NECʼs
microprocessor business.
The filings are timely, coming just after rulings by the Fair
Trade Commission of Japan that
found Intel violated Section 3 of
Japanʼs Antimonopoly Act, ruling
that the manufacturer abused its
monopoly power to exclude fair
and open trade.
Furthermore,
the
findings
showed that Intel intentionally participated in illegal business transactions to reduce AMDʼs
market share.
Intel did not
contest the charges.
AMD has repeatedly seen praise
for its superior 64-bit architecture
and chip designs. Electronic superiority is not necessarily enough to
level the field, though; AMD has
traditionally run second to Intel,
even though its offerings were
technically superior.

Joe Tessitore
Photography Editor
IBM’s Cell chip has gained its
first customer outside the initial
two company partnership between
Sony and Toshiba. Mercury
Computer Systems is interested in
the Cell chip for their medical, chip
testing and defense-electronics
systems. Mercury stated that the
Cell chip is the first technology
powerful enough to allow them to
realize future design goals.
The Cell chip was initially
planned to be used by Sony in their
Play Station 3 and by Toshiba in
their televisions. With Mercury as
a customer some industry analysts
see a bright future for the Cell chip
technology. This is good news for
IBM as one of their biggest buyers
of chips, Apple Computers, will
be switching to Intel x86 based
processors next year.

The Cell chip is a remarkable breakthrough in processing
capabilities. Each chip core has a
clock speed of 3.2 GHz. A Cell
chip can be configured with two to
nine cores. The Cell chip also integrates many advanced features that
used to be spread out among many
chips. This allows for lower manufacturing costs. In a game console
the chip will cost about $30. The
average PC processor costs $175.
IBM
has
recently
begun
marketing outside the consumerelectronics sector. This fall IBM
plans to distribute a Linux build
for the Cell chip along with
developer tools to aid in product
development around the chip.
The Cell’s design allows it to be
configured for a wide range of
applications from media rich cell
phones all the way to advanced
number crunching and algorithm
processing. In other words, the
work of super computers.

France will build
test fusion reactor
Ryan Jones
Science & Technology Editor
France was recently picked to host
the construction of the International
Thermonuclear
Experimental
Reactor (ITER) after Japan ended
its push to be the site of the 13
billion dollar research facility. This
project will develop the worldʼs first
nuclear fusion reactor backed by a
consortium
of
six
nations
including China, the European
Union, Japan, Russia, South Korea
and the United States.
Representatives from the member nations met recently in Moscow
and decided to build the facility in
the city of Cadarache, located in the
South of France.
French President Jacques Chirac
said of the consortiumʼs decision,
“This is a great success for France,
for Europe and for all of the partners in the ITER.”
The experimental reactor will
fuse together atoms of heavy
hydrogen
and
tritium
at
temperatures greater than 100
million degrees Celsius. This will
produce energy in much the same way
as the sun and hydrogen bombs while
exploring a new source of virtually
unlimited energy.
The future of fusion energy is
promising, but many engineering
challenges still remain such as how
to confine the nuclear reaction while
extracting energy for commercial,
industrial and residential use. So far,

researchers have been able to achieve
fusion reactions for only a few
seconds in the laboratory.
The device normally used
to produce a fusion reaction is
called a Tokamak. Looking like a
hollow donut, this device confines
the hydrogen fusion materials
within an electromagnetic field
while using lasers or microwaves
to heat up the core to the extreme
temperatures needed to create
nuclear plasma fusion.
Construction is planned to
begin before the end of this year
and in addition to the research
reactor, the site may include a
computational simulation center for
fusion science and a center for remote
experimentation.
Construction is expected to
take ten years. Researchers will
then conduct experiments for
another 20 years.
“As a project of unprecedented
complexity spanning more than a
generation, ITER marks a major
step forward in international science
cooperation,” said Janez Potocnik,
European Union Commissioner for
Science and Research.
While competition was intense
with South Korea and the United
States supporting Japanʼs bid and
China and Russia approving of
building the facility in France, a
compromise deal was reached where
the initial research reactor will
be located in France and the next
reactor – likely to be a commercial
prototype – will be built in Japan.
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A TOLAMAK FUSION REACTOR confines the hydrogen fusion
materials within an electromagnetic field while lasers heat the core to
the extreme temperatures needed to fuse atoms.
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Discovery ready to rocket back into history
Discovery
nears date
with destiny
Ben Cooper
Space & Aviation Editor

The Space Shuttle Discovery
is ready to rocket into space on
the first space shuttle flight in
more than two-and-a-half years.
Mission managers officially set
July 13 as the launch date following the traditional Flight Readiness
Review held June 29-30 at
the Kennedy Space Center.
Launch is scheduled for
exactly 3:50:42 p.m. EDT, the
center of a ten minute window
(3:45:42 - 3:55:42) in which the
orbital plane of the International
Space Station passes over Cape
Canaveral as the Earth turns.
Discovery will have until July
31 to get off the ground, a window
which allows the entire launch from
liftoff to separation of the External
Tank to occur in daylight. The rule,
which will be removed following
two successful flights in which
no insulating foam falls off the
tank, was put into effect following
Columbiaʼs fatal flight in 2003.
Should Discovery not make it
into space in that time frame, it
will remain grounded until the
next launch window, which opens
Sept. 9. The weather may play a
major factor, as thunderstorms and
cloud buildup come more often
than not in the summer heat and
humidity of Florida, so mission
managers are hoping for a spurt
of luck.
While
they
could
have
chosen to delay the launch to later
in July, when launch would be
earlier in the morning (the launch
time moves backwards about 25
minutes each day), they opted
not to pass up any opportunity, in
case a technical glitch pops
up at the last minute.

The mission
profile ... a
day-by-day

Discovery will spend at least
12 days in orbit, rendezvousing
and docking to the International
Space Station (ISS), replacing a
failed Control Moment Gyroscope
(CMG) on the orbiting complex,
conducting three spacewalks
and testing new orbiter tile
inspection and repair techniques.

Flight Days 1-3:
Following launch (Flight Day
1), the shuttle will take nearly
48 hours to catch up to the

EILEEN COLLINS
Commander

ISS. During tha time, the seven
astronauts
aboard
Discovery
will prepare for the three spacewalks to be undertaken by Soichi
Noguchi and Stephen Robinson.
They will also deploy the new,
second robotic arm with the tile
inspection sensors and begin a
detailed survey of the areas on
the orbiter not visible to the crew,
including the read engine pod area
and wing leading edge areas.
The data gathered will be
relayed to mission controllers on
the ground, who will pour over the
on-orbit imagery as well as images
and video collected during launch
and by two onboard cameras that
will capture any foam that falls off
the External Tank during ascent.
Discovery will reach the ISS
on FD-3, where it will perform
a new ʻflipʼ maneuver. The
high-wire act will allow the
two Expedition 11 crewmembers on the ISS to observe and
photograph the underside of the
orbiter for any tile damage.
The
linkup
with
the
station will occur soon after,
followed by the opening of the
hatches between the two.
Flight Days 4-6:
On day four, Discovery ʼs
astronauts will lift the Raffaello
Multipurpose Logistics Module
(MPLM) and berth it to one
of the Unity moduleʼs docking
ports. The crew will then begin
unloading thousands of pounds
of supplies onto the station. The
haches between the shuttle and
station will later be closed to
allow the Shuttle to depressurize in preparation for the first
spacewalk, on FD-5.
The first EVA will mainly
involve tile repair methods in
the cargo bay of Discovery. The
spacewalk should last about six
hours, and the hatches should
re-open when complete. The sixth
day on orbit will be spent more
relaxed, and with a few media
downlink events scheduled.
Flight Days 7-9:
The second spacewalk on day
seven will involve starting-up
the new CMG (which spins 9.5
million times a day, or 107 times
per second, and is crucial to
stabalizing the ISSʼ attitude). The
ISS has four CMGs, one of which
has failed and another which
has shorted-out temporarily.
Day eight will again be spent
giving media interviews and
news conferences. Noguchi and
Robinson will perform the third
and final EVA the next day, and
astronauts will test more tile repair
methods inside the shuttleʼs cabin.
Flight Days 10-13:
Having
been
completely
unloaded and refilled with waste
from the station, the MPLM will
be unberthed from Unity on FD-10
and placed back into the cargo bay
of Discovery for the trip home. The
inspection arm will also be berthed

JIM KELLY
Pilot

back into place in preparation for
undocking on Flight Day 11.
The
traditional
flyaround
of the station will follow
undocking, followed by the
separation burn to take Discovery
away from the ISS safely and

prepare for landing two days later.
Discovery ʼs twelth and final
full day in orbit will be spent in
relative relaxation. The crew will
also stow non-essential equipment
for reentry and landing the next
day.

Landing on Flight Day 13
begins with the deorbit burn
over the western Pacific Ocean,
and ends with a successful
touchdown and wheels-stop back
at the Kennedy Space Centerʼs
Shuttle Landing Facility.

Return to Flight
Space Shuttle Discovery ~ STS-114

Wednesday, July 13, 2005 ~ 3:50:42 p.m. EDT
The Space Shuttle Discovery is set to rocket back into history July 13
during the Return to Flight space shuttle mission. Discovery will
head for the International Space Station to deliver supplies, a new
Control Moment Gyroscope and to test tile-inspection and repair techniques.
Launch is scheduled for Wednesday, July 13 at 3:50:42 p.m. EDT.
There is a FIVE minute launch window. The actual window stretches
from 3:45:42 to 3:55:42; the launch could be moved up five
minutes if approaching weather is borderline to the launch time.

THE BEST LAUNCH VIEWING IS FROM US-1 IN TITUSVILLE
It is highly recommended that you leave in the early morning to stake out
a spot along the river. This launch is expected to attract up to half a million
tourists in addition to those who already live in the Central Florida area. It will
be one of the most-watched launches in history, so you are advised to beat
the traffic and the fight for a spot (both parking and viewing).
DIRECTIONS FROM DAYTONA:
Take I-95 South from Daytona to EXIT 220 or 215 (EITHER ONE).
Proceed LEFT at exit towards US-1 and the river.
ANYWHERE ALONG THE RIVER (along US-1) from the northern causeway
(that leads to Merrit Island National Wildlife Refuge) to the southern causeway (that
leads to KSC) with a clear view of the pad is fine. That is about a six-mile stretch.
The pads (A and B) are to the left of the Vehicle Assembly Building.
Discoveryʼs pad, pad B, is the furthest LEFT.

ANDY THOMAS
Mission Specialist

WENDY LAWRENCE
Mission Specialist

STEPHEN ROBINSON
Mission Specialist
EVA-2

SOICHI NOGUCHI
Mission Specialist
EVA-1

Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.
and White Sands, New Mexico
are backup landing spots in the
event of bad weather in Florida.

Beginning of
the end for
the shuttle
program

STS-114 will be the 114th flight
of the space shuttle program since
it begin in April 1981. After two
catastrophic tragedies, NASA
is finally preparing to move on.
Designs are on the table for a
new manned and large unmanned
boosters to replace the shuttle.
In
addition,
NASA
administrator Mike Griffin has
said the Shuttle will be retired by
the end of 2010, whether the ISS
is complete or not.
This may be relaxed a bit,
depending on when the new
vehicle is projected to be ready,
but one thing is clear: The
Shuttle program is on its final
journey into the cosmos.
There are currently 28 Shuttle
flights on the mission manifest,
all devoted to contruction of the
Space Station. NASA has been
looking to cut the number, but
whether they can do that and still
successfully complete the Station
is up in the air for now.
NASA also has not totally
ruled out a final Hubble Space
Telescope servicing mission,
if they feel the shuttle is safe
enough to fly to a place where its
astronauts could not take haven
in the event something goes
wrong aboard the orbiter.
After the first two test flights
this year, NASA will resume
formal
construction,
adding
module after module to the
station, with supply and crew
exchange flights in between.
Over the next five years,
noteworthy modules such as
Japanʼs Kibo, Europeʼs Columbus
and the rest of the US solar
array trusses wll be attached.
Their addition will allow
the ISS to finally serve its
designed purposes and perform
extensive scientific research in the
weightless environment of space.
But if NASA is to start exploring
the solar system and return to the
Moon by 2020 as they have stated,
the shuttle will have to be retired
and a new vehicle, known as the
Crew Exploration Vehicle, built.
Currently its first flight is
expected in 2014, perhaps
sooner perhaps later. And right
now, plans call for it to be
derived from the space shuttle.
With luck, the shuttle and ISS
will be looked back upon as the
cornerstones of our first true
venture into the cosmos.

CHARLIE CAMARDA
Mission Specialist

OTHER SPACE STORIES THIS WEEK

Deep Impact smashes into space history Planetary Society’s
solar sail craft lost?
Brian Case

Business Manager

It was billed as the universeʼs
greatest fireworks show, and it
didnʼt disappoint. On July 4 at
1:52 a.m. EDT, Deep Impact
slammed into the comet Tempel 1 at
23,000 miles per hour. The resulting
crater was photographed by a flyby
craft to analyze the core of the comet
to gain a new perspective on how
the universe formed.
“What a way to kick off
America’s Independence Day,” said
Deep Impact Project Manager Rick
Grammier of NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in a press release.
The mission began January 12
with the launch of Deep Impact
from Kennedy Space Center. It was
carried aloft by a Delta II rocket, and
began the 166-million-mile journey
into the path of Tempel 1.
Deep Impact is actually two
vehicles in one. For most of the
mission both the impactor and flyby
crafts were united. It wasnʼt until 24
hours before scheduled impact that
the impactor was left in the cometʼs
path to be “run over” by Tempel 1,

weighing in at over one billion tons.
The impactor was only one meter
by one meter, carried 17 pounds of
fuel and a remote camera. It stopped
transmitting images between two
and 12 seconds before impact,
yielding resolutions as high as eight
inches per pixel.
Impact occurred right on schedule
with the force 4.5 tons of TNT. Still,
the impact will barely change the
cometʼs speed. NASA described it
as the equivalent of a 747 airliner
impacting a mosquito.
The impact was captured by the
flyby craft in high resolution. The
first images came five minutes
after impact at 1:57 a.m. EDT. “The
image clearly shows a spectacular
impact,” said principal investigator
Dr. Michael A’Hearn in a middle-ofthe-night press conference.
In addition to a high-resolution
camera, the craft is also equipped
with an infrared sensor to analyze
the dust particles that make up the
cometʼs coma. After performing a
brief shielding maneuver to protect
it from the onslaught of particles, the
flyby craft made its closest approach
at 2:06 a.m. EDT July 4. Now the
data will have to analyzed by a

team of scientists. “With this much
data we have a long night ahead
of us, but that is what we were
hoping for. There is so much here it is
difficult to know where to begin,”
said A’Hearn.
NASAʼs fascination with comets
doesnʼt end with Deep Impact. The
Stardust spacecraft flew through the
glowing cloud of comet 81P/Wild
2 last year. It collected samples
of thousands of particles and will
return for a soft landing in the Utah
desert January 2006. Stardust also
took the highest resolution photos of
a comet ever when it passed within
147 miles of 81P/Wild 2.
Scientists believe that billions
of comets like Tempel 1 orbit in a
belt at the edge of the solar system.
Those comets are composed of dust
and ice left over from the formation
of the solar system approximately
4.6 billion years ago. Deep Impact
left a football field sized crater in
the comet, revealing its untouched
core for the first time. Data from
the mission will hopefully increase
scientific knowledge of comets,
and possibly reveal the role comet
impacts had on early Earth and the
beginning of life.

Joe Tessitore
Photography Editor
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DEEP IMPACTS HIGH RESOLUTION camera captured the
massive collision with Tempel 1
just 13 seconds after impact.

Two weeks ago an experimental
solar sail spacecraft was lost after
being launched from a Russia
ballistic missile submarine. The
Cosmos 1 mission was backed
by the Pasadena, California
based Planetary Society. It
was to be the first solar sail
propelled spacecraft. Unfortunately
controllers lost contact with the
spacecraft shortly after launch.
Ground stations did seem to
pick up faint signals from the craft
shortly after its launch, but were
ruled out later as ghost signals.
The Russian Space Agency
said the Volna rocketʼs first stage
malfunctioned
within
83
seconds of being fired from the
submarine. Cosmos controllers
were unsure whether or not the
spacecraft fell to Earth or made
orbit, but the former seems probable.

The Planetary Society asked U.S.
strategic command and other
tracking stations to scan the skies for
the spacecraft, just in case Russian
controllers indications were wrong.
With the Cosmos project the
Planetary Society hoped to spark
a race to the stars on sunlight
propelled spacecraft. The project
only cost $4 million and was funded
primarily by Carl Saganʼs widow Ann
Druyan through her entertainment
company Cosmos Studios. NASA
was not involved in the mission.
Even through failure there is
still hope for the future of solar
sail driven spacecraft. NASA has
said the technology is viable and
will be ready within a few years
for science missions.
The launch failure was the
seecond in 24 hours for Russia (the
first two-failure day in the world
since 1973). A Soyuz-Molniya
carrying a Russian military satellite
also crashed to earth that morning, just
minutes into its flight.
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin

So this weekend I helped two
female friends of mine move into
their new apartment.
Names have been omitted to protect
the innocent (who otherwise
would beat me to a pulp).

How many liberal arts majors does it take to change a lightbulb?
Only one, but she gets three credits for it.

How many flies does it take to screw in a lightbulb?
Two, one male and one female.

How many emo kids does it take to screw in a lightbulb?
It would only take one, but they prefer to cry in the darkness.

How many Russian leaders does it take to change a lightbulb?
Unknown. No Russian leader has ever lasted long enough for a bulb to burn out.

How many Oregonians does it take to screw in a lightbulb?
Nine. One to change the bulb, and eight to protest the nuclear power plant that
generates the electricity that powers it.

How many MPs does it take to change a lightbulb?
Twenty-one. One to change it and twenty to form a fact-finding committee so
they can write the field manual to explain how it’s done.

by Wes Oleszewski
Advertisement
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APARTMENTS/
ROOMMATES
HOME FOR RENT
Ormond Beachside,
2 bedroom, fully furnished
w/ enclosed garage. Large yard.
15 min. to campus. Non smokers.
$1150 per month + utilities.
Available July 15.
Call Pat. (800) 248-7445

For Rent
Bedroom in Spruce Creek
on taxiway. $450 per
month + utilities. Also available
plane port. $150 per
month now till October.
Call (386) 453-5700 for info.
APARTMENTS/
ROOMMATES
Seeking Individual to Share
a nice home close to
Embry-Riddle. Private room
and bath. General house
privileges. Washer/dryer.
$425/month. Includes
utilities. Deposit and
references required.
Call 226-2380

House for Rent
1 mile to ERAU. 2 bedrooms
with additional room which
could be used as a 3rd bedroom.
1 bath. 1343 Redding Avenue.
Newly remodeled, central air,
washer/dryer, fenced backyard.
Available immediately.
$900/month plus $900 security
deposit. References required.
1 year lease, pets considered.
Owner ERAU Alumni.
(386) 254-7563 or
(386) 334-4472

Roommate Wanted
3 br/ 2ba- only $330/month + 1/2
of electric. Water and cable included.
Available immediately. Only 4
miles from campus. Contact Steve
@ 334-1348. Pets welcome.

AUTOMOBILES

AUTOMOBILES

1997 Honda Civic LX
4 cylinder, 5 speed, 40MPG!
4 doors, maroon exterior, gray
cloth interior, dual air bags, a/c
and cruise control.
All power, AM/FM CD player. In
excellent condition. 32K miles
on new engine. Very well
maintained, powerful, fun and fast!
Excellent mechanical and
cosmetic condition! Has never
been in any accidents and has
NO RUST.
One of the nicest year and model
Honda Civics on the road.
Asking $5,500 OBO.
For more info and a
photo gallery of this car,
go to www.atcybermart.com,
or call (386) 566-9657.

Wellcraft Eclipse Bowrider
1997 21 ft Wellcraft Eclipse
Bowrider. Low hours (200).
Volvo Penta SX 250 HP engine.
Stainless steel props. New
alum trailer. Annual tune-up
4/05. Excellent condition.
226-6058 or 761-8600.
Price negotiable.
1988 Mustang
5.0 Notchback, 332 C.I. Stroker
engine. About 450 h.p.
Tremek trans, cage, full frame,
AL. drive-shaft and new
suspension. Street/strip.
5-speed. MUST SELL!
$7,500 OBO Serious inquiries
only! 237-0955

House near campus
Less than one mile. 3 bed/ 1 bath.
Very clean. New carpet,
central heat and air, appliances,
large yard plus more.
Available May 1st. $850
per month. Prefer
non-smokers who are neat.
No pets.
Call 212-1260
or email mostertn@earthlink.net.
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Mustang Tires for Sale
Two (2) SZ50 Mustang tires.
255-4517

For Sale: Futon
New, hunter green, upgraded
mattress, solid oak, and double
drawer storage. 6’2” length.
42” width. Asking $550.
Must pick up from
Town Park, Port Orange.
Call (386) 679-6534

Bedroom Set
Black queen size canopy with four
post frame. Two
matching nightstands. Matching
full length floor mirror.
Matching bookshelf.
Queen size mattress and boxspring.
$150 for everything.
Call
for
seperate
pricing.
Boxspring has small tear in
one corner. Items come from
a smoke free home.
Call (386) 383-5639

Moving Sale
King size water bed,
computer desk,
small kitchen table
with two chairs.
Sold for the best offer.
(202) 487-5851

Room for Rent
One bedroom available at
The Barrington Apartments. Five
minutes from Embry-Riddle.
24 hour laundry facility available
at swimming pool. Swim and do
laundry at the same time!
$210/month plus 1/3 utilities.
Call Bobby (386) 334-2297.
AUTOMOBILES
1997 Nissan Maxima for sale
Nissan Maxima GXE for sale.
103K miles and in perfect operating
condition. Tan interior is in excellent
condition. Cold a/c. Green exterior
has reparable hail damage. Asking
$5,690. Please call Amy at 226-6113
between 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Advertisement
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White Stripes’ latest a The Boss gets acoustic
with Devils & Dust
lesson in good music
Get Behind Me Satan
The White Stripes

Devils & Dust
Bruce Springsteen

Jonathan Mettin

Jonathan Mettin

Managing Editor

Managing Editor

Every so often, an album is a
bust. Many times, the bandʼs fans
love it. Very rarely, the music transcends any boundaries of genre and
appeals to everybody. These albums
are called classics.
Get Behind Me Satan, the
new album from the White
Stripes, has all the makings of
an immortal album.
After giving up the reins for
Elephant, guitarist Jack White
took over production again for Get
Behind Me Satan. He and drummer
Meg White have made a diverse,
quirky album which defies classification but, paradoxically, flows
extremely well in its variations.
Take your favorite part of a song
and expand it to several minutes and
you get a picture of the album; the
duo took the fundamental elements
from many genres and combined

Bruce Springsteen reveals a
softer side in Devils & Dust, using
an acoustic guitar and a harmonica
to evoke a mood the hard-rockinʼ
E Street Band just couldnʼt do.
This is not like The Rising;
Springsteen is not trying to get
any one particular point across.
Devils & Dust, from the opening chords of the title track, is an
introspective look into oneself.
Rather than look for the salvation
sought in The Rising, Devils &
Dust stops just short to evaluate
the life he has lived.
This newer, more sober style
fits The Boss very well. His distinctive voice carries the emotion
of his lyrics like none other can.
The CD opens with the title
track, a slow-paced groove about
a confusion within himself.
Probably the best track on the

IMAGE COURTESY V2 RECORDS

MEG AND JACK WHITEʼS latest album, Get Behind Me Satan, takes
the best elements of music and makes an album from them, including
the freaky rock of “Blue Orchid” and the rootsy “Little Ghost.”
them into a full album, stepping
away from their usual instruments at times to try out others,
like the maramba.
The album kicks off with the
inexplicably haunting rock song
“Blue Orchid,” with its almost
devilish repetitions of several lines
in Jack Whiteʼs high-pitched voice.
It then slows down - dramatically
- for “The Nurse” before launch-

ing into the extremely catchy tune
of “My Doorbell.”
Other tracks of note on the CD
include the misguided love song
“Little Ghost,” which sounds like
a campfire folk song, the rocking “The Denial Twist” and the
ballad “White Moon.”
Simply put, go out and get Get
Behind Me Satan. It is by far the best
album to come out in months.

X & Y decodes to a good album
X&Y
Coldplay

Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
Okay, before you wonder any
longer: yes, itʼs a code on the front
cover of X & Y. It spells out “X &
Y.” Donʼt beleive me? The whole
alphabet appears in the CD booklet.

Just for kicks, the inside back cover
of the booklet says “Make trade
fair.”
Now that we have settled that, letʼs
talk about why you really bought
the album: Coldplayʼs music. If
you liked them before, you will like
them now, and X & Y will probably
attract new fans as well.
The lead single from the album,
“Speed of Sound,” has been receiving significant airtime, and is probably the best sampling of X & Y. The
airy guitars and disembodied vocals
are the trademarks of the album.
In a way, it is unfortunate that
the album was so incredibly hyped,
because although the album is bet-

ter than average, it is running into
very high expectations. The music
is good, but some people will most
likely be disappointed.
The CD kicks off with “Square
One,” whose trance-like opening
fades into guitars and percussion.
From this point onward the album
flows remarkably well, never jolting
the listener to recognize a transition
between songs.
One of the few major faults of the
album that I found is that many of
the songs, unless listened to closely,
sound very similar to each other.
The first time I listened to the CD
I swore my player was on repeat
because I could only remember

Pumpkins’ Corgan goes solo
TheFutureEmbrace
Billy Corgan

Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter
Billy Corgan gained fame as
the lead singer of the Smashing
Pumpkins. When the Pumpkins
split, Corgan lead Zwan. Now, after
doing work with a few other singers
and bands, Corgan has released his
first solo album.

Wikked Lilʼ Grrrls
Esthero
Genre: Electronica
Summary: The albumʼs got
soul, but is too internally
divisive for its own good.

The albumʼs contents are fairly
obvious from the album art – the
CD case is covered in eerie photos of Corgan with either some
sort of blood or psoriasis on much
of his skin. His pale appearance
is an indicator of his whiny and
occasionally creepy lyrics.
Fans of Corganʼs other music,
especially later Smashing Pumpkins
music and Zwan, will probably like
the album. There is not, however,
any great deal of originality in the
album. The jagged guitar sounds and
creeping vocals do not divert from
the sound Corganʼs fans are used
to hearing. Most of the music could
just as easily come from a Smashing
Pumpkins or Zwan album.
To say that the album is more of

Quickie
Reviews

the same, which it is, is not, however,
to say that it isnʼt good. The album
has a great deal of powerful music.
As well, the album carries a heavy
talent load – former drummer for
both the Smashing Pumpkins and
Zwan Jimmy Chamberlain plays on
“DIA.” Perhaps more impressively,
the album features Robert Smith
of The Cure.
In summary, TheFutureEmbrace
is not so much a solo album, as it
is a continuation of the only music
Corgan seems capable of producing. There is little difference in this
album and anything Corgan has done
in the past. However, like most music
by the Pumpkins and Zwan, there is
something worth listening to and
something with a bit of meaning.

Punches
World Leader Pretend
Genre: Pop
Summary: Not bad, but
sounds like every other male
pop group out there.

twelveYEARsilence
Dark New Day

And We Are Bled of Color
Stutterfly

Frozen in Time
Obituary

Genre: Alternative
Summary: Vets from other
alt bands are less than the
sum of their parts here.

Genre: Rock
Summary: Great vocals and
instrumentals, but lacks any
distinct originality.

Genre: Metal
Summary: An excellent
instrumental opening track
is the best it has to offer.

hearing three or four distinct songs
when I had, in fact, heard the entirety of X & Y.
Overall, X & Y is a pretty good
album that Coldplayʼs fans will
love and other music fans can
appreciate as well.

entire album, it sets the mood for
the remaining hour.
The tempo picks up slightly withe
the catchy tune of “All the Way
Home.” The guitar and bass lines
of this song are addicting to say the
least, and are guaranteed to get stuck
in your head.
Perhaps
the
most distinctive
track is “Reno,” a
song about picking
up a prostitute to
to replace his lost
love. “Long Time
Cominʼ” picks up
the mood again
with a tune about
finding that love
again.
The next track,
“Black Cowboys,”
gets back to the
somber mood with a tale of a boy
running away from home. “Mariaʼs
Bed” continues the mood alterations with a folksy tune. “Silver
Palomino” is a slow tune about a
horse that refused to be corralled.
“Jesus Was An Only Son” takes a

Amos Lee’s new self
title is acoustic gold
Amos Lee
Amos Lee

Tom Flemming
Staff Reporter

It was a
historic
concert.
Millions
watched
as 100
acts sent a
message to
eight men.
The Avion
was there.
Read the
exclusive
Live 8 recap,
only on The
Avion Online.

predictably religious mood, followed
by “Leah,” an unconventional love
song that focuses on what he would
do if he got his title woman.
“The Hitter,” while not exactly the
best song on the album, is still not
bad, a simple, almost monotonous
tune about life as
a boxer.
“All
Iʼm
Thinking About
Is You” goes back
to a fast tempo,
with Springsteen
singing in a higher
octave than his listeners are used to.
The album closes
with “Matamoros
Banks,” another
slower-tempo
song whose deep
acoustic
guitar
chords bring a fitting end to an
extraordinary album.
Devils & Dust is a very good
album, showcasing a side of Bruce
Springsteen we have rarely seen
before. Fans of The Boss and folk
fans alike will love this album.

With no career in music and only
coffee house gigs to speak of Amos
Lee finds himself with a future in
the business after his debut (and
self-titled) album Amos Lee.
The former teacher brings his
world to the listener with “Keep it
Loose, Keep It Tight.” This intro
starts with his soft and simple
acoustic guitar attracting the most
sceptical of musical critics.
Leeʼs voice floats through his
musical accompaniment as a high
pitched falseto should. Though a
pop base seems to power his voice,
itʼs quite obvious that jazz and folk
control the whole experience. The
mix seems to create an appealing
melody for anyone with music
in their veins.
Lee will tour this summer in
Europe before coming home for
a few shows in the states in late
August. The singer/songwriter will
include the legendary Mentreux Jazz

Festival as one of his stops along
the European road.
Those who have played this
legendary gathering have included
Stevie Ray Vaughn, Ray Charles,
Marvin Gaye, Charles Mingus and
many others. Leeʼs introduction to
this venue will serve as a stepping
stone for his talent.
Acoustic-based but easily integrated into a band, Lee and his self
titled album sooth the soul.
The imagination may run wild
as the mind opens to this music as
Lee displays his versatility moving
from impressive jams to slow comforting song. But despite his range
Lee can impress a crowd with one
constant: good lyrics.
This gift for words serves as a
foundation for each and every song.
Though some artist may distract a
listener with a series of ill placed
litererary combinations Leeʼs lyrics
seem to flow. It leaves a level of
comfort that can only be found in
the best poets.
“I ainʼt no ide eyed rebel, but I
ainʼt no preacherʼs son, And now
I see the trouble and all the loving
Iʼve done, And the world ainʼt harder than itʼs ever been, looking for
love in the eyes of a lonely fun.”
In all Leeʼs album leaves promise
of more excellence to come. His
style speaks of pain and hope pleasing even the most pesismistic. This
man is destined for stardom.

Two big ’05 albums
delayed indefinitely
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
The release dates for two of the
most anticipated albums of 2005
have been pushed back.
The Whoʼs first studio release
since late 1982, which has been
rumored to bear the title Who2,
has been delayed after drummer
Zak Starkey joined Oasis on their
current tour. Who2 will also be the
first studio album since the deaths
of original drummer Keith Moon
and original bassist John “Thuder
Fingers” Entwhistle.
Linkin Parkʼs third studio album
has also reportedly been put off
indefinitely after the band and their
record label, Warner Brothers, have
become embroiled in a contract
dispute. Linkin Parkʼs debut album,
Hybrid Theory, has sold about 16
million copies since its release in
2000, while their sophomore release
Meteora went platinum less than
two weeks after its release in 2003.

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

LINKIN PARKʼS THIRD ALBUM
is in limbo as they and their label
argue about contract issues.
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Top Tens: the music critics count down
The first in a series of The Avionʼs entertainment gurus rattling off their top tens.
This week they tackle the greatest albums of all time. For complete lists please visit www.avionnewspaper.com.
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Static-X goes
back to basics
Start A War
Static-X

Michael Marano
Special to The Avion
Entertainment editor Jonathan
Mettin picked Metallicaʼs two-disc
S&M as his favorite album. His
top ten is a cross-section of the
rock ʼn roll world, featuring such
varied albums as Evanescenceʼs
Fallen (no. 6), The Whoʼs Whoʼs
next? (no. 10) and U2ʼs The Best of
1980-1990 (no. 2).

Part-time critic, full-time nutcase
Ryan Jones offered up a diverse
group for listing, which he calls
the ten CDs he would want if he
was trapped on a deserted island.
Mason Jennings seized the no. 1
spot with Birds Flying Away. The
Ultimate Yes was his no. 2, with
Pink Flyod and Norah Jones also
making appearances at no. 4 and
no. 9, respectively.

Olʼ skool Michael Jackson
tops the list for Eagles FMʼs DJ
Infection (a.k.a. Darrin OʼBrady):
Thiller scared away the competition
for the top spot. Other staples like
the Beatlesʼ Revolver (no. 2) and
Nirvanaʼs Nevermind (no. 3) made
the list, as well as Green Day (no.
9) and No Doubt (no.7).

The self-titled “retired critic”
Shyamal Addanki whined about how
hard it was to pick only ten albums
before giving the nod to Abbey Road
by The Beatles, whose Sgt. Pepperʼs
Lonely Hearts Club Band was also
no. 9. The Clashʼs epic London
Calling came in at no. 4; Led Zepplin
snagged the 6 and 7 slots.

Weezer dominates former download extraordinaire Tom Kileyʼs
list of the day. While he claims
the list in no particular order, their
“blue album” came in at no.1 and
Pinkerton at no. 3. The Garden
State soundtrack made an appearance at no. 4, while Jimmy Eat
World slid into the no. 7 spot.

To see what several university personalities, such as CFO Eric Weekes
and Campus Safety officer Debbee
Ollerich, picked for their favorite
albums, check out The Avion Online
at www.avionnewspaper.com.
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“If it is not broke, donʼt fix it,”
is a phrase that describes the career
of industrial metal band Static-X.
When Static-X released its first
album Wisconsin Death Trip in
1998 they established their own
image in the eyes of
their fans. The album
achieved gold status
and it seemed as
though Static-X was
on its way to glory.
However,
when
the band decided
to replace Japanese
guitarist
Koichi
Fukada with Tripp
Eisen, the bands
direction changed. In
2001, Static-X released its second
album entitled Machine. In this
album Static-Xʼs style seemed to
have slowed as compared to the
previous album. The bandʼs style
of music slowed even more with
the release of Shadow Zone in

2003. Static-X started to lose its
uniqueness and became engaged
more in trying to emulate other
bands like KoRn.
Static-Xʼs future took a turn for
the worst when both drummer Ken
Jay and Tripp Eisen quit the band
after the release of Shadow Zone.
However, lead singer Wayne Static
and bassist Tony Campos would
attempt to find a way to survive.
The solution was not to try something new, but rather something
old. The band rehired Koichi
Fukada, along with new drummer
Nick Oshiro, in order to help rejuvenate Static-Xʼs originality.
Their first attempt at this comes
to us in the form of their newest
album, Start A War.
The album seems to
be a step in the right
direction, but it does
not have the flare
that Wisconsin Death
Trip had. The best
song is undoubtedly
“Iʼm the One,” to
which Static-X has
released a video and
a single. Other notable tracks include:
“Skinnyman,” “I Want to Fʼn
Break It” and “Just in Case.”
If you are a fan of Static-X then
this is a must have. It may not be
as strong as Wisconsin Death Trip
but it still capable of making anyone want to Start A War.

